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For more than half a century, the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) has drawn constant interest
in developing piezoelectric materials, as the phase instability at the region significantly enhances
piezoelectricity. However, the local structure/symmetry at the MPB region is still under
controversy. The investigation on morphology and origin of the local structure at MPB is of
considerable importance to provide a microstructure basis for high piezoelectricity. In the present
study, we thus use high resolution transmission electron microscopy to investigate the
microstructure feature of MPB at PMN-PT ceramics. The local structure is shown to be the
coexistence of nano-scaled {110}-type rhombohedral (R) twin and {110}-type tetragonal (T) twin.
Such nano-scaled coexistence can be due to a nearly vanishing polarization anisotropy and low
domain wall energy at MPB, which thus facilitates polarization rotation between h001iT and h111iR
C 2012 American Institute of Physics.
states and leads to high properties of MPB compositions. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4745935]

I. INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric materials, acting as converters between
mechanical and electrical energies, have found various applications in many fields such as medical imaging, noninvasive treatment, micro-speaker, gas lighter, and so on.1,2
In general, the common approach to achieve high piezoelectricity is to place the materials at the morphotropic phase
boundary (MPB) between two ferroelectric phases in their
phase diagrams.2–5 Following such a guideline, many piezoelectric families, such as the PbZrO3-PbTiO3 (PZT) ceramic,
the Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT), and Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)
O3-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT) single crystal, have been developed to
possess high piezoelectricity and been widely used in industry
and daily life.
Although the high piezoelectricity can be achieved at
MPB region, there are still questions that have not been completely understood, especially those related with the microstructure. The microstructure, like the ferroelectric domains,
largely controls the piezoelectric performance, thus intensive
studies have been focused on the domain morphology and
the corresponding crystallographic features of MPB.6,7
Nevertheless, the exact local structure at MPB region is still
under controversy with several assumptions like the single
phase assumption,8–11 the adaptive phase assumption,12–17
and the coexistence assumption.18–27
The existence of single phase, monoclinic (M) (Refs. 8–
10) or orthorhombic (O),11 in the MPB region was proposed,
based on the high resolution x-ray powder diffraction (XRD)
a)
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profile. However, recent studies have shown that the domain
morphology at MPB is nanodomains.28–31 The key evidence
of single phase assumption, i.e., the appearance of intensity
in diffraction patterns that formerly linked to a single phase,
can be a result of coherence effects among nanodomains as
well, even without knowing the local structure within each
nanodomain.8–10,12–17,28–30,32–34 Furthermore, M or O phase
is not stable based on Landau theory, compared with the
rhombohedral (R) and tetragonal (T) phase, especially when
temperature approaches to the Curie temperature.35
Considering the problems of the single phase assumption,
Viehland12,13 and Wang15–17 proposed a model to point out that
the reported M or O is just an adaptive state with only nanotwinned R or only nano-twinned T. Recently, Zhu et al.32–34
investigated the hierarchical domain morphology in PMN-PT
single crystal near the MPB region by analytical electron microscopy to support this theoretical assumption. However, the
experimental results seem to vary between O phase and M
phase with the orientation and composition,32–34 thus a convincing conclusion cannot be made. Since the MPB region can
be regarded as a bridge between the ferroelectric R and T
phases, intuitively only one single nano-twinned phase (either
T nano-twin32,33 or R nano-twin34) exists at MPB is incomplete.
Cao and Cross18 proposed a statistical model to address
that the T and R phase coexist around MPB. The presence of
coexisted structural modifications (R and T) would enhance the
instability of the material to an applied external electric field
due to a possible combination of six polarization directions
(h001iT) in the T phase and eight (h111iR) in the R phase.19
Recent calculations by Rossetti have shown the R and T coexistence, especially in nanoscale, can be stable.24–27 Based on
their calculations, the MPB possesses an adaptive phase with
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coexisted R and T nanodomains, rather than only nano-scaled R
or T as the adaptive phase assumption proposed.24–27 Some high
resolution XRD profiles and their reciprocal space mapping
results with average structural information have shown that the
MPB region is coexisted R nanotwin and T nanotwin.36–39 However, up to now, no direct and convincing evidences to nanoscaled R and T coexistence around MPB have been provided.
In the present work, we thus study the microstructure at
the MPB region by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HREM) using PMN-PT ceramics. Combining the
advantage of high spatial resolution of HREM and the twin
diffraction pattern (TDP) analysis of R twin and T twin,40 we
tried to identify the local structure of MPB. Finally, the vanishing anisotropy of polarization rotation and nearly-zero
domain wall energy at MPB are suggested to result in the
nano-scaled local structure.

II. EXPERIMETAL PROCEDURES

PMN-xPT ceramics with 20  x  40 were synthesized
by a modified “columbite-type” route41 using the powders of
PbO (>99%), MgO (>99.5%), Nb2O5 (>99.95%), and TiO2
(>99.9%). The pure precursor powder of MgNb2O6 was
mixed with TiO2 and MgO. An excess of PbO of 2 mol. %
was added to the mixed powders in order to compensate the
lead loss during calcination and sintering. Samples were calcined at 900  C for 4 h. Then pellets were cold pressed and
sintered at 1250  C for 3 h covered with the same composition powder as a lead protection in sealed crucibles. The sintered samples for dielectric measurement were polished to
obtain the parallel sides, ultrasonically cleaned, and then
painted with silver electrodes. The dielectric permittivity
was measured at 100 kHz using a HP HIOKI LCR meter.
Average structural information was collected by an in-situ
XRD measurement with the temperature accuracy about
65  C. The samples for XRD measurement were annealed at
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250  C for 8 h to release the possible internal stress by
polishing.
Sample preparation for TEM investigations was done by
subsequent cutting, polishing, dimpling, and ion milling. The
TEM experiments were carried out on a JEM-2100F microscope at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. HREM images
are recorded with fast-scan CCD. Image filtering and processing were conducted using Digitalmicrograph software
(Gatan, USA).
III. RESULTS
A. In-situ XRD and dielectric permittivity

The permittivity vs. temperature curve, as shown in
Fig. 1(a), reveals a broad dielectric anomaly between 10  C
and 75  C with fairly large thermal hysteresis. Such anomaly
indicates a sluggish phase transition over a wide temperature
range, conventionally being linked to MPB phenomenon.
In-situ XRD results upon heating were shown in Figs. 1(b)–
1(d). The diffraction profiles at 100  C and 94  C correspond to R symmetry and T symmetry, respectively. At MPB
state of 12  C and 52  C, being around the permittivity anomaly, the peak profiles are consistent with a superposition of T
and R profiles. This could suggest that MPB is composed of
coexisted R and T phases. Furthermore, in MPB region, with
increasing temperature, the intensity of T profile increases
gradually. Due to such sluggish nature of the transformation
between R and T, the MPB state appears in a wide temperature range.
It is noted that one common feature in the high
performance systems, like PZT,1 PMN-PT,10,42 PZN-PT,43
Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3-x(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 (BZT-BCT),3,44–46 and
Ba(Sn0.12Ti0.18)O3-x(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 (BST-BCT),47 is the
existence of a C-R-T triple point in their phase diagram. For
the Pb-free systems, BZT-BCT and BTS-BCT, such triple
point is proved to be a tricritical point (TCP) by the vanishing

FIG. 1. (a) Permittivity vs. temperature curve of
PMN-32PT; (b)–(d) In-situ x-ray diffraction
profiles of the PMN-32PT during heating; (e)
the temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity for PMN-xPT (x ¼ 27, 28, 29, 31, 34).
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thermal hysteresis and highest transition permittivity peak at the
point. For the similarity of phase diagram between these Pb-free
systems and PMN-PT, the triple point in PMN-PT system is
likely to be a TCP. Fig. 1(e) shows the dielectric permittivity vs.
temperature for different compositions. The transition permittivity peak is highest at the triple-point composition, PMN-28PT,
and decreases with deviating from the triple point. This suggests
that PMN-PT system possesses a TCP, but further experimental
conformation is still needed.
B. Domain morphology at the MPB

The domain morphology evolution from R composition
through MPB to T composition is shown in Fig. 2. At R side
(PMN-28PT), herringbone-like domain configuration is
shown in Fig. 2(a), in which broad and narrow domains are
not strictly alternating. At T side (PMN-34PT), bimodal and
lamellar domain distribution is shown in Fig. 2(b), which is
recognized by a lamellar structure of 90 domains with strict
alternation between narrow and broad microdomains.
Three types of nanodomains can be found at MPB in
PMN-32PT, as shown in Figs. 2(c1)–2(c3). The hierarchical domain pattern32–34 is shown in Fig. 2(c1), where two traces of
nanodomains interact with each other and form lamellar submicrodomains. Such domain pattern is more obvious in PMN-PT
single crystal.32–34 But in PMN-PT ceramic, another type of
nanodomain is more widespread, i.e., two traces of nanodomains
without lamellar submicrodomains distribute in different areas
(shown in Fig. 2(c2)). The third type nanodomain is only
along one direction, as shown in Fig. 2(c3). With composition
change, the domain structure changes from an R herringbone
structure (Fig. 2(a)) through MPB nano-scaled domains
(Figs. 2(c1)–2(c3)) to a lamellar T configuration (Fig. 2(b)).
C. Local structure of MPB by HREM

Recently, nano-twinned structure around MPB has been
extensively reported in theory and experiment.13,14,17,32–34,36,39
If there is a coexistence of nano-scaled R twin and T twin
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at MPB region, the corresponding diffraction pattern would
reflect as a superposition effect of both R twin and T
twin. For PMN-PT, the lattice difference between R and
T is too small to differentiate in select area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern, especially for the nano-scaled
domains. We, thus, choose Fast Fourier transform (FFT)
of HREM image to differentiate the R nano-twins and T
nano-twins.
Fig. 3 shows HREM and its FFT evidence for the coexistence of nano-scaled R twin and T twin on [010] zone axis.
Figs. 3(a1) and 3(a2) show the simulated twin diffraction
pattern for (110)-type R twin and (011)-type T twin on [010]
zone axis. In the TDP, there are two key features that can
reflect the structure information of the twin:48–55 the unsplitted row of reflection spots (USR)48,49,51,56,57 and the spot
splitting.48–51,56 The unsplitted row of reflection spots, contributed by two twin variants with coincident lattices in reciprocal space, corresponds to the twin plane which shared
between two twin variants in real space (USR?twin
plane).48,49,51,56,57 Spot splitting (Dg, the discrepancy of g
vectors) is caused by a slight discrepancy in simultaneously
reflecting g vectors from two individual crystal variants; In
other words, Dg ¼ g1  g2 is due to the obliquity of the
twins.48–53,56 The widely accepted TDP phenomenon, Dg//
USR, can only be observed along certain zone axis (zone
axis?twin plane), however on other zone axises, the relation
is different.51,56,57 The details will appear elsewhere.40 The
(110)-type R twin with polarization direction along [111]/
[11-1] and (011)-type T twin with polarization direction
along [010]/[001] have the same Dg along [001], but different USR. Thus, the overlying TDP of R with T is expected to
have all the reflection spots splitting along [001] without
USR. Fig. 3(b) is a HREM image including several nanodomains of MPB. Its FFT image in Fig. 3(c) shows that all the
reflection spots are splitting (or elongating) along [001]. For
the 100 reflection spots, they split along [001] in R-twin diffraction pattern (Fig. 3(a1)) but are on the USR in T-twin diffraction pattern (Fig. 3(a2)). The experimentally observed

FIG. 2. Bright field (BF) micrographs of PMNxPT ceramic. (a) BF image of PMN-28PT
shows lamellar herringbone like domain configuration of ferroelectric R phase; (b) BF image of
PMN-34PT shows bimodal domain distribution
of ferroelectric T phase. (c1)–(c3) BF images of
PMN-32PT show three types of nano-domain
patterns for MPB: (c1) hierarchical domain pattern; (c2) two traces of nanodomains without
lamellar submicrodomains; (c3) only one trace
of nanodomains.
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FIG. 3. HREM and its FFT evidence for the coexistence of nano-scaled R
twin and T twin. (a1) and (a2) show the simulated twin diffraction pattern
for R twin and T twin on [010] zone axis, respectively. In order to see the
unsplitted row of reflections (USR) and spot splitting (Dg) clearly, the
enlarged 001 and 100 reflections are shown aside. The schematic figure is
the related twin structure: (110)-type R twin with polarization direction
along [111] and [11-1], while (011)-type T twin with polarization direction
along [001] and [010]. Overlying (a1) and (a2) can reflect as a superimposing effect between R twin and T twin; (b) HREM image of MPB nanodomains with the electron beam incident along the [010] direction; (c) Fast
Fourier transform of image (b) shows all the reflection spots splitting or
elongating along [001], and the splitting/elongating on 100 and 001 reflection spots is from R nanodomains and T nanodomains, respectively. The
image was tilted to a certain angle, and the original direction was shown as
yellow dashed lines; (d1) A Fourier-filtered image, where only 100 reflection
spots are included, shows the distribution of R nanodomains; (d2) A Fourierfiltered image, where only 001 reflection spots are included, shows the distribution of T nanodomains.

splitting/elongating of 100 reflection spots is thus caused by
R nanodomains. Therefore, the image of inverse Fourierfiltered transform (IFFT) of 100 reflection spots can show
the distribution of R nanodomains as shown in Fig. 3(d1).
Similarly, the splitting/elongating of 001 reflection spots are
caused by T nanodomains, as the 001 reflection spots are on
the USR in R-twin diffraction pattern (Fig. 3(a1)), but split
along [001] in T-twin diffraction pattern (Fig. 3(a2)). Therefore, the IFFT image of 001 reflection spots in Fig. 3(d2) can
reflect the distribution of T nanodomains.
Fig. 4 shows HREM and its FFT evidence for the coexistence of nano-scaled R twin and T twin on [110] zone axis.
The simulated TDPs for (110)-type R twin and (110)-type T
twin along [110] zone axis are shown in Figs. 4(a1) and
4(a2). The (110)-type R twin and (110)-type T twin have the
same Dg along [-112], but different USR. Fig. 4(b) is a
HREM image including several nanodomains of MPB. Its
FFT image in Fig. 4(c) shows that all the reflection spots are
splitting (or elongating) along [-112] without USR, which
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can agree with the overlapping result of Figs. 4(a1) and
4(a2). The -111 reflection spots split along [-112] in R-twin
diffraction pattern (Fig. 4(a1)), while are on the USR in
T-twin diffraction pattern (Fig. 4(a2)), and the experimentally observed splitting/elongating of -111 reflection spots
in Fig. 4(c) is caused by R nanodomains. Thus, IFFT image
of -111 (Fig. 4(d1)) reflection spots can show the distribution
of R nanodomains. On the contrast, the splitting/elongating
of 002 reflection spots are caused by T nanodomains, as the
002 reflection spots are on the USR in R-twin diffraction pattern (Fig. 4(a1)), while split along [-112] in T-twin
diffraction pattern (Fig. 4(a2)). Thus, the IFFT image of 0-20
reflection spots can reflect the distribution of T nanodomains
as shown in Fig. 4(d2).
It should be noted that the slim nanodomains along a
certain direction in HREM image (real space) would reflect
as spot elongating34 along another direction in FFT (reciprocal space), which are perpendicular to each other. Such spot
elongating caused by slim nanodomains often overlaps the
spot splitting caused by g-vectors discrepancy from two individual crystal variants. Fortunately, the spot elongating
direction is parallel to the spot splitting direction in the twin
diffraction pattern. Thus, the spot elongating phenomenon in
FFT pattern can be used to distinguish the nano-scaled R
twin and T twin.

FIG. 4. HREM and its FFT evidence for the coexistence of nano-scaled R
twin and T twin. (a1) and (a2) show the simulated twin diffraction pattern
for R twin and T twin on [110] zone axis, respectively. In order to see the
USR and Dg clearly, the enlarged 002 and -111 reflections are shown aside.
The schematic figure is the related twin structure: (110)-type R twin with
polarization direction along [111] and [11-1], while (110)-type T twin with
polarization direction along [100] and [010]. Overlying (a1) and (a2) can
reflect as a superimposing effect between R twin and T twin; (b) HREM
image of MPB nanodomains with the electron beam incident along the
[110] direction; (c) Fast Fourier transform of image (b) shows all the reflection spots splitting or elongating along [-112] and the splitting/elongating on
-1-11 and 002 reflection spots is from R nanodomains and T nanodomains,
respectively. The image was tilted to a certain angle, and the original
direction was shown as yellow dashed lines; (d1) An IFFT image, where
only -111 reflection spots are included, shows the distribution of R nanodomains; (d2) An IFFT image, where only 002 reflection spots are included,
shows the distribution of T nanodomains.
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IV. DISCUSSION

It has been shown in Fig. 2 that the domain size is
reduced to nanometer dimensions for compositions located
around MPB, comparing with the lamellar like domains of
the R and T phase region. The sharp reduction of the conventional micro-scaled domain structure to nano-scaled one is
actually a reflection of a drastic decrease in the domain wall
energy. As evidenced by transition permittivity peak anomaly in Fig. 1(e), the triple point in the PMN-PT system is
likely to be a tricritical point. Its continuous nature would
make the MPB compositions possess a weak polarization anisotropy, which yields a low energy barrier between h001iT
and h111iR polarization states and enables an easy polarization rotation. Therefore, the domain wall energy, determined
by the energy cost of polarization change within the domain
boundary layer,26,58 will drastically decrease. Consequently,
the nano-scaled domains will appear and the high dielectric
and piezoelectric properties can be obtained at MPB.
Strictly speaking, it should be noted that high piezoelectricity not only requires a low anisotropy but also a softening
of the lattice.3,59 Fortunately, the coexisted R nano-twins and
T nano-twins, just as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, can alleviate
the transformation stress between the R state and T state,
which makes the lattice soft.36–39 Thus, such local structure
of MPB can get a low polarization anisotropy and elastic
softening hand in hand, both contributing to a high
piezoelectricity.
Since the nanodomain size is much smaller than the
coherent length of diffraction radiation, scattered waves
from individual nanodomain coherently will superimpose
during diffraction, and thus, significant broadening of reflection spots is expected. The existence of the coexisted nanodomains or nanotwins can be easily taken as M phases or O
due to the averaging effect in both polarizing microscopy
and x-ray diffraction.
V. SUMMARY

In the present study, we found that the local structure of
MPB at PMN-PT ceramics is the coexistence of nano-scaled
{110}-type R twin and {110}-type T twin. We suggest that
such nano-scaled coexistence can be due to a nearly vanishing polarization anisotropy and low domain wall energy at
MPB. The coexistence could facilitate polarization rotation
between h001iT and h111iR states and leads to high dielectric
and piezoelectric properties at MPB compositions.
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